User Instructions
Automated, metered topical dosing provides an
accurate and consistent dose every time
Audible, Tactile and Visual CLICKs indicate
measure of dose (no need to manually mark dose)
Innovative triad-shape allows for precision
handling

Topical Micro-dosing Application

Built-in REFILL Badge helps patients reorder medication
on-time
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STEP 1:
Unscrew the cap of the
Topi-CLICK® Micro™ and set
aside for recapping after
use.

Innovative
TRIAD Shape
Allows Precision
Application
Control

REFILL Badge™

STEP 2:
Holding the Micro™ in an
upright position, turn/CLICK
the Base the number of
CLICKs or mLs specified on
the prescription label. Use
the Audible, Tactile and
Visual CLICK points of the
triad-shaped Base as dosing
indicators. Be sure to align
Base with the Triad Tube to
ensure dose is fully
dispensed.

STEP 3:
Apply topical medication with
built-in applicator as directed
by physician or pharmacist.
Continue rubbing until
preparation is completely
absorbed into the skin.
IMPORTANT: The built-in
applicator lessens the risk of
transference to unintended
areas. No need to use your
fingertips to apply
medication.

STEP 4:
Screw on cap after each
dose to prevent evaporation.
Be sure cap is secured
completely.

Each turn/Click of the base
dispenses 0.05 mL of
medication accurately.

The Refill Badge™ reminder system helps patients reorder in a timely manner.
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When the TOP black line of the Plunger reaches the embossed line below the word
“REFILL” approximately 32 CLICKs are left. Approximately 12 CLICKs remain at the line
above the word “REFILL”.
Note: Graduated Marks are for pharmacy filling purposes only. Follow instructions on prescription
label before use. Topi-CLICK® Micro™ is not re-fillable.
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